Correction to: Resting Heart Rate Trajectory Pattern Predicts Arterial Stiffness in a Community-Based Chinese Cohort

In the article by Chen et al, “Resting Heart Rate Trajectory Pattern Predicts Arterial Stiffness in a Community-Based Chinese Cohort,” which published in the February issue of the journal (Arterioscler Thromb Vasc Biol. 2017;37:359–364. DOI: 10.1161/ATVBAHA.116.308674), a correction was needed.

The first author’s name was spelled incorrectly. The correct name is Shuohua Chen.

The authors apologize for the error.

This correction has been made to the current online version of the article, which is available at http://atvb.ahajournals.org/content/37/2/359.
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